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In a rough, Rust Belt town, a hotel
hook up gone wrong finds a single
mother suspected of murder

EXCERPT:

A.F.
Carter
The Yards

4

The city of Baxter was built in pieces,
neighborhood by neighborhood, as the
packing plants went up, leaving Baxter Boulevard the only through street.
The boulevard runs ten miles from the
southeast corner of the city to the northwest. Except for a cluster of municipal
offices downtown, it’s bordered by strip
malls, car lots, gas stations, and fast-food
joints. Empty stores and weathered For
Rent signs confirm an economy on the
permanent downside. We’d been well
on our way before the virus hit Baxter Packing, but Covid-19 was the last
nail in the city’s collective coffin. Baxter
Packing closed and opened, then closed
and opened again. This was before testing determined that more than eighteen
hundred of its three thousand employees
had been infected. They carried the virus
to every corner of the community, and I
ceased to be a detective. Instead, I spent
my days, like every other member of the
force, responding to the 911 calls of the
desperately ill, so many that our volunteer ambulance corps was overwhelmed
and we often transported the sick in the
backs of our patrol cars. We transported
them to our one small hospital, Baxter
Medical Center. Each trip had the feel of
an execution. Gurneys filled the parking
lot, the coughing of the men and women
who lay on them sounding to me like the
babble of geese on the Southern Illinois
lakes where I grew up. Sure of one thing
only, that my time would come, I worked
day after day until my knees buckled.

Git O’Rourke is from the wrong side of the tracks—even if, in the depressed Rust
Belt town of Baxter, it’s not always clear where that designation begins. A single
mother, she works hard to support her daughter Charlie, but still finds time to cut
loose every once in a while, to go to a local bar, drink martinis and find a companion for the night. Which is exactly how she ends up in a hotel room with a strange
man passed out on heroin, and how she comes to possess the bag of money and
guns that he left open as he got his fix.
When the dead body is discovered at the Skyview Motor Court, a bullet through
its forehead, officer Delia Meriola is one of the first on the scene. She recognizes
the victim as the perpetrator in an earlier crime—a domestic violence call—but
that does little to explain how he ended up in the situation in which they find
him. She knows he’s connected to the local mob, but the crime scene doesn’t exactly resemble their typical hit. Instead, all signs point to a pick-up gone wrong.
Which means that all signs point to Git.
A twisted tale set in a tough town, The Yards is a multiple-voiced mystery with
two unforgettable women at its core; its suspenseful, thrilling, and unpredictable
plot will keep the reader guessing until the very last page.

PRAISE FOR ALL OF US
“Readers will hope to see more from Carter.”
—Publishers Weekly
“A riveting, must read tale of suspense, murder, and
retribution.”―Reed Farrel Coleman, bestselling author of
Robert B. Parker’s The Bitterest Pill
“One of those rare thrillers that stays with a reader long after the final page is turned.”—Lorenzo Carcatera, bestselling
author of Sleepers and Tin Badges
A.F. Carter lives and works in New York. The Yards is the author’s second novel.
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Lee Child selects the twenty best
mystery short stories of the year,
including tales by Stephen King, Sara
Paretsky, and many more!
Includes...
James Lee Burke
Martin Edwards

As the fog of the Covid-19 pandemic lifts, some people are already calling 2020
a lost year — but not, it seems, in the world of crime fiction, which saw many of
its best authors publishing stand-out stories during those long twelve months.
Under the auspices of New York City’s The Mysterious Bookshop — which headquarters the Mysterious Press — Lee Child has selected twenty tales as the best
of the year and, taken as a whole, they do indicate that, pandemic or no, 2020 was
a boon year for the genre. Newcomers published excellent, well-received short
works, as did household names — and you can find them all right here.
Edgar Award-winning series editor Otto Penzler brings his decades of anthologist experience to this new annual from Mysterious Press, each of which will,
going forward, feature a different bestselling author as guest editor. If you’re a fan
of mystery short stories, you definitely won’t want to miss it.

Alison Gaylin
Sue Grafton
Stephen King
David Morrell
Joyce Carol Oates
Sara Paretsky

Lee Child is one of the world’s leading thriller writers.
He was born in Coventry, raised in Birmingham, and
now lives in New York. It is said one of his novels featuring his hero Jack Reacher is sold somewhere in the world
every nine seconds. His books consistently achieve the
number-one slot on bestseller lists around the world and
have sold over one hundred million copies.

And many more!

The Mysterious
Bookshop Presents:

The Best Mystery
Stories of the Year 2021
Edited by Lee Child

Otto Penzler is the proprietor of The Mysterious Bookshop in New York City and is regarded as the world’s
foremost authority on crime, mystery and suspense fiction. He founded The Mysterious Press in 1975, which
he later sold to Warner Books (1989). He reacquired the
imprint in 2010 and it now publishes original books as
an imprint at Penzler Publishers.
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After he confesses to murder, a
sleuthing English teacher will need
a Christmas miracle to prove a
condemned man innocent
EXCERPT:
As the reporter spoke, his image
and the image of the city were
replaced by video of a man in
handcuffs being hustled into a
police station by several officers.
A crowd of onlookers watched
the prisoner pass. All of them
looked grim. Some were in tears.
“Travis Blake, a third generation
Army Ranger who was awarded the Silver Star for his heroic actions in Afghanistan, has
confessed to brutally murdering
his girlfriend Jennifer Dean, and
dumping her body somewhere in
the thousand cubic miles of this
great lake.”

Andrew
Klavan
When Christmas
Comes

When the reporter said the
name of the murder victim, her
photograph appeared. The man
watching the TV report drew a
sharp breath and sat up straighter on the sofa. In the dark room,
only the light from the television
made his face visible. It was a
cruel face; soulless; the face of an
assassin.

Colorful Christmas lights dapple the family homes in the idyllic lakeside town
of Sweet Haven when Jennifer Dean, a young librarian at the local elementary
school, is brutally murdered. There are witnesses and her boyfriend Travis Blake
confesses to the crime… but something doesn’t quite add up. Blake is a third generation Army Ranger, awarded the Silver Star for his heroism in Afghanistan—
how could a beloved son of this tight-knit burgh commit such a grisly deed?
As a community of military families a few miles down the road from an Army
base, no one in Sweet Haven wants to investigate a war hero like Blake, not even
the top brass at the police department. In steps Cameron Winter, a rugged and
lonesome English professor haunted by the ghosts of his own Christmas past,
whose former lover asks him to prove Blake innocent. The Sweet Haven murder
reverberates in his mind, echoing a horrific yuletide memory from his youth, and
Winter knows there are darker powers at play here than a simple domestic dispute. If he can solve this small-town mystery, just maybe he can find peace from
his inner demons as well.
The thirty-sixth novel by two-time Edgar Award winner Andrew Klavan, When
Christmas Comes is a seasonal tale of tradition, family, and murder; its chilling
twists are best experienced curled up beside a burning Yule log.

“Andrew Klavan is the most original American novelist of
crime and suspense since Cornell Woolrich.”
—Stephen King
Andrew Klavan (b. 1954) is a two time Edgar Award-winning author of thrillers and hard-boiled mysteries. Born in
New York City, Klavan was raised on Long Island and attended college at the University of California at Berkeley.
Aside from his many novels, several of which have been
adapted for film, Klavan is the host of The Andrew Klavan
Show.
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Rescue artist Jane Whitefield
leads a deadly crime syndicate on
a breakneck chase through the
Northeast
EXCERPT:
She stopped. The air smelled wrong.
There was a faint scent. She quietly
closed the door, set the mail on the
counter beside her and remained
motionless as she teased her nose
with the air for a few seconds. It was
very subtle, but it was a floral aroma. Perfume smells didn’t belong
here. Even now, years after Jane had
retired, she never wore perfume or
used products that were scented because an enemy could use the smell
to detect her presence in the dark.
She always carried a perfume bottle
in her purse but it contained concentrated juice of the roots of water
hemlock plants, not perfume.

Thomas Perry
The LeftHanded Twin:
A Jane Whitefield
Novel

What worried her most was that
women and girls were not the only
people who liked to smell good. The
faintness and subtlety of the smell
might mean she was detecting aftershave or a man’s hair product.
Jane stayed where she was. The person could have come and gone. But
if someone was in the house with her
now, he might have heard her unlock
the door and be waiting for her to
step into the open to attack her. She
decided to outwait the enemy she
imagined, to baffle his notion of
how long a person standing in a dark
room would do nothing. She had to
be sure the other person moved first.

Jane Whitefield helps people disappear. Fearing for their lives, fleeing dangerous situations, her clients come to her when they need to vanish completely—to
assume a new identity and establish a new life somewhere they won’t be found.
And when people are desperate enough to need her services, they come to the
old house in rural western New York where Jane was raised to begin their escape.
It’s there that, one spring night, Jane finds a young woman fresh from LA with a
whole lot of trouble behind her. After she cheated on her boyfriend, he dragged
her to the home of the offending man and made her watch as he killed him. She
testified against the boyfriend, but a bribed jury acquitted him, and now he’s free
and trying to find and kill her—along with some deadly new friends from the
Russian mob.
When they learn that Sara is traveling with a tall, dark-haired woman who disappears people, the Russians become increasingly interested in helping the boyfriend find the duo. They’ve heard rumors that such a woman existed, and that the
knowledge she has of past clients could be worth millions.
Thus begins a bloodthirsty chase that winds through the cities of the northeast
before finally plunging into Maine’s Hundred Mile Wilderness. But in a pursuit
where nothing can be trusted, one thing is certain: only one party—Jane or her
pursuers—will emerge alive.

“At a time when franchise characters are publishing gold,
[Jane Whitefield] is the sort of protagonist most crime
novelists would kill for.”—The Wall Street Journal
Thomas Perry is the bestselling author of nearly thirty
novels, including the critically acclaimed Jane Whitefield
series, The Old Man, and The Butcher’s Boy, which won the
Edgar Award. He lives in Southern California.
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A new collection of Sherlockian
tales that shows the Great Detective
and his partner, Watson, as their
acquaintances saw them
FEATURING
STORIES FROM THE
PERSPECTIVES OF:
Mrs. Hudson,
Sherlock Holmes’ landlady
Irene Adler,
the only woman to ever have
bested the great detective
Inspector Lestrade,
the police detective who frequently
and somewhat reluctantly relies on
Holmes’ expertise

Lyndsay Faye
Observations by
Gaslight:
Stories from the World
of Sherlock Holmes

Wiggins,
the leader of the Baker Street
Irregulars, Holmes’ team of
youthful assistants
Lomax the Sub-Librarian,
Holmes’ contact at the London
Library
And More!

Lyndsay Faye—international bestseller, translated into fifteen languages, and a
two-time Edgar Award nominee—first appeared on the literary scene with Dust
and Shadow, her now-classic novel pitting Sherlock Holmes against Jack the Ripper, and later produced The Whole Art of Detection, her widely acclaimed collection
of traditional Watsonian tales. Now Faye is back with Observations by Gaslight, a
thrilling volume of both new and previously published short stories and novellas
narrated by those who knew the Great Detective.
Beloved adventuress Irene Adler teams up with her former adversary in a
near-deadly inquiry into a room full of eerily stopped grandfather clocks. Learn
of the case that cemented the lasting friendship between Holmes and Inspector
Lestrade, and of the tragic crime which haunted the Yarder into joining the police
force. And witness Stanley Hopkins’ first meeting with the remote logician he
idolizes, who will one day become his devoted mentor.
From familiar faces like landlady Mrs. Hudson to minor characters like Lomax
the sub-librarian, Observations by Gaslight—entirely epistolary, told through diaries, telegrams, and even grocery lists—paints a masterful portrait of Sherlock
Holmes and Dr. Watson as you have never seen them before.

“One of the best examples of [Sherlock Holmes pastiche]
that this die-hard Sherlockian has encountered . . . Faye
perfectly captures the tone and spirit of the Conan Doyle
originals.”—Seattle Times (on The Whole Art of Detection)
Lyndsay Faye is the author of six critically acclaimed books,
including The Paragon Hotel; Jane Steele, which was nominated for an Edgar for Best Novel, and Dust and Shadow,
a Sherlock Holmes pastiche; The Gods of Gotham, also Edgar-nominated. She has also published numerous short stories featuring the Holmes character, several of which were
collected in 2017’s The Whole Art of Detection.
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Five strangers witness a brutal
murder in broad daylight—but can
they truly believe what they saw?

new voices in
psychological
suspense

Excerpt:
EXCERPT:
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E.V. Adamson
Five Strangers
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With its grassy hills and breathtaking city views, London’s Hampstead Heath is
the perfect place to spend an afternoon with friends and loved ones—and on an
unseasonably warm Valentine’s Day, the lawns are especially full. So when an aggressive lovers’ quarrel breaks out, there’s an audience of park goers nearby to hear
the shouts traded back and forth, and to watch as the violence escalates suddenly
to murder, then suicide.
For the five strangers who observed the gruesome act, the memory of the gore is
unshakable. But one of them—disgraced journalist Jen Hunter—is compelled to
question the truth of what she thought she saw. Are the facts of the case plain as
day, or were they obscured, in the moment, by the glaring sunlight?
As she mounts an obsessive investigation for a seemingly-impossible alternative,
the lives of the other witnesses begin to unravel, each in its own particular way.
Soon one thing becomes clear: the crime they witnessed was more terrible, more
twisted, and more far-reaching than they ever could have imagined.

“An ‘of-the-moment’ mystery which keeps you wondering
until the final page.”—Jane Corry, author of I Made a Mistake
“Meticulously plotted with an ending I really didn’t see
coming.”—Sarah Vaughn, author of Anatomy of a Scandal
“Tightly-plotted, entertaining”
—Louise Candlish
E. V. Adamson is a pseudonym of award-winning journalist and author Andrew Wilson. He is the author of four acclaimed biographies, including one on Patricia Highsmith,
and four Agatha Christie novels, which feature the Queen
of Crime as a series sleuth.
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NEW IN PAPERBACK

scarlet:

new voices in
psychological
suspense

Stéphanie Buelens
An Inconvenient Woman
“Beautifully, beautifully written and suspenseful from the chilling opening until
the end.” —JAMES PATTERSON, #1 New York Times bestselling author
“Addictive, immersive, unputdownable. As deep and human as it is rocket-paced,
An Inconvenient Woman is a slick, accomplished debut.”
—LISA UNGER, New York Times bestselling author of The Stranger Inside
“A hangman’s noose of a thriller, airtight and inescapable, each strand expertly
braided, each loop perfectly knotted.”—A. J. FINN, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Woman in the Window

In this debut psychological thriller, two women
on opposite sides of the law dig at the heart of
a years-old crime in order to stop a future one
LA-based French tutor Claire Fontaine knows her ex-husband killed their teenage daughter all those years back, and she knows he’s capable of killing again. So
when she sees him move in with another woman and play stepfather for a girl the
same age as the one she lost, Claire tries desperately to warn the new bride of the
danger facing her family. But when the woman dismisses her admonishments, she
sees her chance to take matters into her own hands and stop the crime she failed
to stop before.
Sloane Wilson left the LAPD to work as a “sin eater,” a contractor for hire who
specializes in cleaning up inconvenient situations — situations which, for whatever reason, are better handled outside the law. Like, for example, an ex-wife who
stalks her former husband, throws paint on his door, and makes vague, violent
threats to his new wife.
As Sloane investigates her newest mission, however, she finds that there is more
to the story than meets the eye, uncovering a history of trauma that casts aspersions on both Claire and Sloane’s client. In a case where objective truth is increasingly muddled by passions, suspicions, and fears, she soon loses the ability to distinguish fact from fiction. But Sloane knows one thing for certain: sometimes the
only way to prevent a crime is by committing one.
•••••••

Stéphanie Buelens was born in Belgium and educated in France. She has traveled to more than
thirty countries. For the last twenty years, she
has lived between Paris and Los Angeles. She
has worked as an actress, interpreter, translator,
business consultant, French media coach, and language instructor. She currently lives in Belgium.

“A dark and riveting thriller with unexpected twists at every turn. I loved the
two women at the heart of the story.”—CAMILLA LÄCKBERG, internationally bestselling author of The Golden Cage

16

“Buelens weaves an intricate and dark narrative that kept me up well into the
night.”—MITCHELL KAPLAN, owner, Books & Books, Florida

PB ISBN 978-1-61316-245-3, $16.95
SEPT • 5.25X8.25 • 288pp.
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A gripping debut psychological thriller
in which the demons from an artist’s
traumatic past come to haunt her
idyllic new country home
EXCERPT:

The sun blazed from an unsullied sky. The leaves ceased their
rustling and the blades of grass
stilled. Peace once again folded
itself over the trees and the natural order was restored—except
for what now lay there, broken
and bloody, sprawled on the
mossy woodland floor.

A fly gently settled on her forehead and observed with interest
the clotted mess forming before
its compound eyes. It shimmered
like a jewel as it dipped its head
to greedily taste. Where once was
beauty lay destruction and the
buttercups averted their sunny
faces from the sight.

Julie Cameron
Only Truth
NEW IN PAPERBACK

He slipped away between the
trees, his every fiber singing with
the joy of what he’d done; he was
transformed, the secret of who he
was and what he could be finally
revealed. He was Mors, God of
Death, and the air in his wake
shivered with the knowledge that
something inhuman had passed
that way.
What he didn’t see, as he left her
there, was the bubble forming at
her parted lips, or the plucking
of her fingers as they grasped at
life’s thin thread.

A successful artist with a doting husband, Isabel Dryland knows she should be
grateful for her happy life. It’s a complete reversal from the one she led before,
when normalcy seemed out of reach, after a violent assault she cannot remember
left her shattered and scarred. Even though the memory was lost, the nagging
feeling that she was damaged goods and the lingering effects of her injuries kept
her questioning her sanity at times.
Tom, her husband, thinks a move will be the fresh start they need and has even
found the perfect house: a country estate that reminds him of one he admired in
his youth. But all Isabel feels when she visits is an overwhelming sense of dread.
Betrayed by her instincts so often before, she decides to trust Tom’s, to accept
the move, and learn to love their new home over time. Instead, she learns that
beneath the pretty façade of their new home lurk dark secrets powerful enough
to bring her own trauma back to the fore. There is an uncanny familiarity about
the place, as if it were infected by the experiences she hoped to escape. And the
recurring presence of a mysterious stranger further disturbs her, giving her the
sensation of being a predator’s stalked prey.
Isabel struggles to determine whether her fear is caused by memory alone, or by
threats existing very much in the present. To find out, she’ll have to finally close
the book on what occurred so many years ago—but how do you heal from a past
you cannot recall, when only the truth about your past can set you free?

“A deep plunge into a haunted psyche slowly stretched to the
breaking point. More, please.”—Kirkus
“Cameron handles the narrative like a pro.”—New York Times

Julie Cameron was born and lives in the UK. Her love of
books led her to enroll in a creative writing course, which
resulted in the completion of her debut novel, Only Truth.
Julie has one daughter and lives in a small village in the
Berkshire countryside with her husband and two cats.

PB ISBN 978-1-61316-246-0, $16.95
OCT • 5.25X8.25 • 312pp.
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The murder of a local high school
student rocks one woman’s family
to its core—and threatens to expose
her deepest, darkest secrets in the
process
EXCERPT:

S. A. Prentiss
You Will Never
Know
NEW IN PAPERBACK
20

There were times in Jessica
Thornton’s life when she could
remember in excruciating detail
past experiences, even though
she easily forgot daily tasks like
going to Hannaford’s to pick
up some milk and orange juice
or swinging by the Warner post
office to mail out some bills.
She still remembered her first
sleepovers with Kristin Young,
her neighborhood friend in
Haverhill, when she had realized there were families in which
Mom and Dad didn’t yell at each
other after dinner. And that
fumbling, painful, yet pleasurable
night when she had lost her virginity to Bobby. The time in the
hospital in Newburyport when
she held the red-faced, squealing
little girl and knew for certain
that she was instantly in love
with her daughter. The night she
got the phone call to tell her that
Bobby had died in a drunk-driving crash. And the hopeful day
she married Ted more than three
years ago, filled with desire that
her life was finally going to turn
around and mean something for
her and her girl.

Now, this instant, this time,
would join that list of neverto-be-forgotten moments.

After a lifetime of hardship, Jessica Thornton finally has the life she’s dreamed of:
A new marriage to a realtor with burgeoning success; a daughter whose athleticism has won her a scholarship to college; and a freshly-secured grant from her
bank to finally complete her own higher education.
Her life today is a complete reversal from the not-too-distant past, when the
death of her first husband left her penniless and desperate to provide for her
then-newborn child. But after the murder of her children’s high school classmate,
a series of disturbances brings Jessica to question whether her dreams ever actually came true, or whether they’ve just been delusions all along…
In the days after the murder, suspicion creeps in at every corner, beginning with
Jessica’s daughter and stepson, who won’t tell her where they were on that fateful
night. Then she discovers that her husband’s business is failing, not growing, and
that the stories he’s told of meetings with high-powered investors were nothing
more than lies.
And when a private investigator comes to look into the death of her first husband,
her last foundation of truth slips suddenly away.

“Prentiss delivers a haunting portrayal of a
sinister family with slow, creeping dread. You
Will Never Know is a wicked slice of suburban
noir.”—PETER SWANSON, bestselling author
of Eight Perfect Murders
“The most ruthlessly contractual account of
family life you’ll ever read.”
—Kirkus (Starred Review)
S. A. Prentiss is the pseudonym of a New York Times bestselling author living and
writing in New England.
PB ISBN 978-1-61316-247-7, $16.95
NOV • 5.25X8.25 • 312pp.

Erle Stanley
Gardner
The Case of
the Borrowed
Brunette
Introduction by
Otto Penzler
A classified ad leads a woman into a murder plot,
and only Perry Mason can save her.
When Perry Mason stumbles upon a classified ad for a brown-haired woman
with very specific physical attributes, he takes note of the seemingly suspicious
circumstances surrounding the job posting. Then the woman hired for the job
gets in touch, describing the strange requests of her new employer—who pays
her and her chaperone to stay inside an apartment and answer to another woman’s name—and Mason knows there’s a more knotted plot at play. But by the
time he works out the first mystery, a second, with murder, is just getting started,
and that’s only the first twist that awaits him as he endeavors to prove the innocence of “the borrowed brunette.”
Together with his crime-solving team of Paul Drake and Della Street, Mason
winds his way through one of the most puzzling cases of his career, involving
separated ex-lovers, a series of impersonations, and scores of private detectives.
In order to clear his client of the charges, though, he’ll risk getting a few himself,
before, in a final courtroom scene, he reveals the true killer.
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Reissued for the first time in thirty years, The Case of the Borrowed Brunette is
one of the most beloved whodunnits featuring the iconic Perry Mason character,
inspiration for multiple hit television series bearing his name.

AMERICAN MYSTERY CLASSICS
THE CHARACTER THAT INSPIRED THE
PERRY MASON TELEVISION SERIES
“[Gardner’s] Mason books remain tantalizing
on every page and brilliant.”—Scott Turow
Erle Stanley Gardner
(1889-1970) was the best-selling American author of the
20th century, mainly due to the
enormous success of his Perry Mason series, which numbered more than 80 novels and
inspired a half-dozen motion
pictures, radio programs, and a
long-running television series
that starred Raymond Burr.
Having begun his career as a
pulp writer, Gardner brought a
hard-boiled style and sensibility to the early Mason books, but gradually developed into a more classic
detective story novelist, showing enough clues to allow the astute reader
to solve the mystery. For more than a quarter of a century he wrote more
than a million words a year under his own name and numerous pseudonyms, the most famous being A.A. Fair.

Otto Penzler, the creator of American Mystery Classics, is also the founder of the Mysterious Press (1975); MysteriousPress.com (2011); and New
York City’s Mysterious Bookshop (1979). He has won a Raven, the Ellery
Queen Award, and two Edgars.
PB ISBN 978-1-61316-248-4, $15.95 • HC ISBN 978-1-61316-249-1, $25.95
SEPT • 5.25X8 • 264pp.

Ellery Queen
The American
Gun Mystery

AMERICAN MYSTERY CLASSICS
“A genre giant.”—Publishers Weekly
“A humdinger.”—New York Times

An Ellery Queen Mystery
Introduction by
Otto Penzler

Ellery Queen investigates a murder
at the circus rodeo
When a washed up Hollywood cowboy-turned-circus rodeo actor is shot
dead in the midst of his performance at the New York Coliseum, in front of
thousands of onlookers, it seems obvious that someone would have seen the
perpetrator of the crime—or at the very least, recovered the gun. But when
the ensuing investigation fails to turn up any evidence, even after the newsreels made in the moment are reviewed, the net of suspicion widens across
the troupe of performers and the circus staff. Genius sleuth Ellery Queen is
among the thousands that witnessed the crime, and he won’t be satisfied until
he cuts through the confusion to discover the truth of the execution. By the
time he uncovers all the necessary clues and delivers his patented “Challenge
to the Reader,” Queen (and his most careful readers) will be able to expose
both the killer and the hiding place of the weapon—the titular American Gun
that fired the fatal bullet.
Reissued for the first time in over thirty years, The American Gun Mystery is
among the most beloved of the early Ellery Queen novels, renowned to this
day as exemplary works of the American “fair play” Golden Age mystery.
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Ellery Queen was a pen
name created and shared by
two cousins, Frederic Dannay
(1905-1982) and Manfred B.
Lee (1905-1971), as well as the
name of their most famous detective. Born in Brooklyn, they
spent forty-two years writing
the greatest puzzle-mysteries
of their time, gaining the duo
a reputation as the foremost
American authors of the Golden Age “fair play” mystery.
Besides co-writing the Queen
novels, Dannay founded Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine, one of the
most influential crime publications of all time. Although Dannay outlived his cousin by nine years, he retired the fictional Queen upon Lee’s
death.

Otto Penzler, the creator of American Mystery Classics, is also the
founder of the Mysterious Press (1975); MysteriousPress.com (2011); and
New York City’s Mysterious Bookshop (1979). He has won a Raven, the
Ellery Queen Award, and two Edgars.
PB ISBN 978-1-61316-252-1, $15.95 • HC ISBN 978-1-61316-251-4, $25.95
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Fredric Brown
The Fabulous
Clipjoint

AMERICAN MYSTERY CLASSICS
“Fredric Brown is my favorite writer of all time.”

—Mickey Spillane
“One of the genre’s most incisive satirists and
outstanding innovators.”—Library Journal

Introduction by
Lawrence Block

In Fredric Brown’s Edgar Award-winning debut, a teen is
joined by his carny uncle to investigate his father’s death.
In the rough edges of 1940s Chicago, the discovery of a corpse in an alleyway
isn’t always enough to cause a big stir—especially when the victim is killed in
the midst of a night-long bender, caught between barrooms in what appears
to be a mugging gone awry. Which is why the police don’t take a huge interest
in finding the murderer of Wallace Hunter, a linotype operator who turns up
dead after a solitary drinking adventure that led through many of the Loop’s
less reputable establishments.
But for the dead man’s teenage son, Ed, and for his carny brother, Am, something about Wallace’s death feels fishy, a fact that grows increasingly bothersome
when it becomes clear that some of the witnesses aren’t telling the whole story.
And in the process of discovering the killer, they make another discovery as well:
Wallace was a much different man than the father Ed thought he knew.
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The Edgar Award-winning novel that announced a legendary voice in crime
fiction, The Fabulous Clipjoint is the first in Fredric Brown’s long-running Ed
& Am Hunter series. The book’s memorable mixture of a hardboiled mystery
with an urban coming of age narrative remains fresh to this day.

Fredric Brown was a prolific writer of multiple genres,
including mystery, sci-fi, poetry, and non-fiction, whose
work has been championed
by Stephen King, Philip K.
Dick, Umberto Eco, and
many more literary luminaries.
In the mystery world, he is
best remembered today for
his long-running series of
mysteries featuring Ed and
Am Hunter, who made their first appearance in the Edgar Award
winner, The Fabulous Clipjoint.

Lawrence Block is a Mystery Writers of America Grand Master who
has been writing award-winning mystery and suspense fiction for over half
a century. In addition to creating several popular and long-running series
characters (such as Matthew Scudder, Bernie Rhodenbarr, and Keller),
Block’s novels include dozens of standalone mysteries, as well as other titles
in a range of genres.
PB ISBN 978-1-61316-254-5, $15.95 • HC ISBN 978-1-61316-253-8, $25.95
NOV • 5.25X8 • 264pp.

John Dickson
Carr

“You can’t afford to miss this one.”

—New York Times

The Eight of
Swords

“Very few detective stories baffle me
nowadays, but Mr. Carr’s always do.” 

—Agatha Christie

A Dr. Gideon Fell Mystery
Introduction by
Douglas G. Greene
A topsy-turvy crime scene sends a detective on a
puzzling quest for the truth.
In a house in the English countryside, a man has just turned up dead, surrounded by a crime scene that seems, at first glance, to be fairly straightforward. He’s found with a bullet through the head in an unlocked room, and
all signs point to a recent strange visitor as the perpetrator. The body is even
accompanied by an ostentatious clue, presumably left by the killer: The tarot
card of The Eight of Swords, an allusion, perhaps, to justice.
But when Dr. Gideon Fell arrives at the house to investigate, he finds that
certain aspects of the murder scene don’t quite add up—and that every new
piece of evidence introduces a new problem instead of a new solution. Add to
that the suggestion of a poltergeist on the property, the appearance of American gangsters, and the constant interruptions of two dabbling amateur sleuths
adjacent to the case, and you have a situation puzzling enough to push Fell’s
powers of deduction to their very limits.
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The Eight of Swords is an early Carr novel that highlights many of the qualities
that made him such a successful writer, including his baffling plots, his twisty
investigations, and his memorable characters.

John Dickson Carr (19061977) was one of the greatest
writers of the American Golden Age mystery, and one of the
only American authors to be
included in England’s legendary Detection Club. Though
he was born and died in the
United States, Carr began his
writing career while living in
England, where he remained
for nearly twenty years.
John Dickson Carr is revered
today as one of the best authors of locked-room mysteries of all time. Under his own name, the Carter Dickson pseudonym, and several other pen
names, Carr wrote more than seventy novels and created numerous series
characters in the process.

Douglas G. Greene is the Edgar nominated author of John Dickson Carr:
The Man Who Explained Miracles.
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